This Facility is a Non Transient- Non Community water system. To comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act, we are regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resource (WDNR). Through this act we are required to monitor our drinking water. We are proud to report that all sample results have been below the action level.

**The action level for Lead is 15. The action level for Copper is 1300.**

We monitor various faucets throughout our facility. All monitoring areas have been below all federal and state drinking water standards for lead and copper. If you would like more information on this, please contact _________________

It would be best if each system printed this on their own letter head. This notice should only be used by systems that are under the action levels for Lead and Copper. If your system exceeds the action levels, you will be required to do a Corrosion Control Study and more sampling. Along with the study, your system will be required to do a public notice.

**For more help, please contact your DNR or your WRWA representative.**